iMeet Video Rooms

VIDEO CONFERENCING INTEGRATION

EXPAND YOUR MEETINGS FOR GREATER COLLABORATION

PGi’s award-winning iMeet solution provides the ideal platform for collaborating, building relationships and making more personal virtual connections. Elevate your virtual experiences by connecting iMeet to your video conferencing system. Meeting participants benefit from a more engaging experience and flexible access using any desktop, mobile device or their video conferencing system.

MAXIMIZE YOUR VIDEO CONFERENCING INVESTMENT

Leverage your video conferencing system and iMeet’s high quality global audio, universal access, content sharing capabilities and spectacular user-friendly interface to host a more engaging virtual experience.

Visit www.pgi.com to learn more.
ENHANCE ENGAGEMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

**Expand Your Connection Options**
Gain the ability to connect video conferencing systems to your dedicated iMeet room.

**Collaborate More Productively**
Enhance your video conferencing experience with integrated audio and iMeet's user-friendly features.

**Connect In a Few Simple Steps**
Join an iMeet meeting from a video conferencing system quickly and easily via SIP or H.323 protocols.

**Integrate With Ease**
Integrates seamlessly with popular video conferencing systems, including Cisco, Lifesize, Polycom and others.

**Unite Participants On One Platform**
Reach participants on disparate desktops, mobile devices and video conferencing systems for a real-time collaboration.

**Share Content Easily**
Share presentations, documents, video and other files and view content shared by others.

**Enjoy a Superior Audio Experience**
Leverage iMeet's crystal-clear global audio and bring high-quality voice communication to every meeting.

**Maximize Your Video Conferencing Investment**
Expand the use of your video conferencing system by hosting highly productive and engaging collaborations.
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About Premiere Global Services, Inc. | PGi
PGi is the world’s largest pure-play provider of collaboration software and services. PGi’s unified collaboration platform empowers business users and teams to connect, share ideas and manage projects with the simplicity and everywhere-access of the latest cloud technologies. PGi has a global presence in 25 countries, and its award-winning solutions provide a collaborative advantage to nearly 50,000 enterprise customers, including 75% of the Fortune 100™. In the last five years, PGi has helped over a billion people worldwide connect, collaborate and get work done—in teams, large groups and one-on-one. For more information, visit PGi at pgi.com.
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